
PEER REVIEW HISTORY 

BMJ Open publishes all reviews undertaken for accepted manuscripts. Reviewers are asked to 

complete a checklist review form (http://bmjopen.bmj.com/site/about/resources/checklist.pdf) and 

are provided with free text boxes to elaborate on their assessment. These free text comments are 

reproduced below.   

 

ARTICLE DETAILS 

TITLE (PROVISIONAL) Psychological interventions to improve psychological wellbeing in 
people with dementia or mild cognitive impairment: systematic 
review and meta-analysis protocol 

AUTHORS Farrand, Paul; Matthews, Justin; Dickens, Chris; Anderson, Martin; 
Woodford, Joanne 

 

VERSION 1 - REVIEW 

REVIEWER Vasiliki Orgeta 
University College London  
UK 
 
I am the first author of a Cochrane Review in the area, no other 
competing interests 

REVIEW RETURNED 06-Sep-2015 

 

GENERAL COMMENTS Abstract:  
1. ‘such as effective recruitment techniques, trial eligibility, and 
appropriate comparators’ – Is this the aim of this review? If yes then 
the authors should specify whether this review is about clinical 
effectiveness or not  
2. The authors need to specify what they mean by ‘psychological 
distress’ – is this different from anxiety and depression and how?  
3. We have no measures of health related quality of life for people 
with dementia (i.e. SF-12), so it is unclear what the authors are 
referring to  
4. Why will the authors exclude only those studies on two areas of 
risk of bias? There are other risk of bias areas equally important in 
the Cochrane criteria such as blind assessment and selective 
reporting, on what basis will the authors choose only 2?  
 
Introduction  
1. Elevated symptoms of depression are higher than 30%, perhaps 
the authors are referring to diagnosis of depression – they can cite 
the recent systematic review and meta-analysis in AD (published in 
2015 in J of Alzheimer’s Disease).  
2. Not sure about evidence of differential rates across types, 
depression is highly common in all groups, perhaps may vary 
(although very little research on vascular etc)  
3. In regards to lower rates of depression with ‘strict criteria’ I think 
the authors should look at the recent meta-analysis (details above)  
4. I think the authors are interested in interventions that aim to target 
well-being – they need to distinguish the aim of this review to the 
Cochrane review which looked at interventions based on 
psychological models (as defined by WHO).  
5. The aim of this review and how different it is from the existing 
Cochrane review is unclear  
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6. The authors have to clarify what is the aim and what existing gap 
in current research this review will fill  
7. I agree with the second aim of this review however the first aim is 
currently redundant - as it has been evaluated in the recent 
Cochrane Review  
 
Types of Studies  
1. My major concern with the proposed method is that the selection 
of some studies on the basis on two areas of risk of bias will result in 
a biased review  
2. The authors should not exclude those studies at high risk bias – 
perhaps they could conduct sensitivity analyses?  
3. The authors have to define the MCI criteria  
4. The type of interventions is unclear and should be defined – what 
will constitute a psychological intervention? Can they report types of 
interventions meeting criteria? So if a study uses reminiscence 
targeting depression and measures depression, will this be 
included?  
5. Is the intervention defined by the outcome used in the study?  
6. I am not sure who is a paraprofessional or ‘unsupported’ – this 
means that the intervention may not directly target the person with 
dementia, will the interventions by dyadic? Or it can only target the 
carer? A few important issues here that need to addressed.  
7. Why a primary point has been defined? Usually this is for long 
term outcomes  
8. Shouldn’t the authors look at post treatment and then long term 
outcomes? They need to define long term outcomes – A few issues 
here to address  
9. Degree of agreement is not valid (look at Cochrane manual) – I 
would suggest deleting this as there is no evidence that these are 
valid  
10. The description of interventions shows that this review will 
largely overlap the Cochrane Review  
11. Why the authors will choose longest follow-up and not post 
treatment – could this be a source of bias?  
Discussion  
1. There is a Cochrane review that has examined effects of 
psychological interventions for depression and anxiety, and has 
assessed the quality of the evidence, so there is overlap with an 
existing review  
2. The above will need to be addressed  
 
Overall  
-This protocol is clearly written, although the references in regards to 
depression will need to be updated. The secondary aim is 
appropriate and original – that is identifying effective recruitment 
techniques, trial eligibility, and appropriate comparators. However 
the first aim of assessing effectiveness of psychological 
interventions is redundant and will need to addressed  
- The major concerns are highlighted in the comments above and 
mostly related to risk of bias (inconsistent with some parts – which 
report that all areas of risk will be addressed vs in other parts where 
the authors state that two areas only will compose of criteria of entry 
in meta-analyses). The protocol will need to be specific on the 
interventions, outcomes and methods. My major concern is that the 
primary aim replicates previous evidence (assessing clinical 
effectiveness of depression and anxiety of Psychological 
interventions), therefore if this protocol is not revised it will largely 
replicate previous research. 
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REVIEWER Richard Cheston 
University of the West of England  
Bristol  
United Kingdon 

REVIEW RETURNED 11-Sep-2015 

 

GENERAL COMMENTS This is the protocol for an ambitious review. The main weakness of 
the protocol is the heterogeneity of interventions of profoundly 
different concepts, delivered at different levels and within a broad 
range of settings to people with profoundly different needs. By 
seeking to achieve so much, the risk is that you may, in reality 
achieve relatively little. The characteristics of a successful post-
diagnostic counselling intervention may be rather different to the 
characteristics of an equally successful package aimed at improving 
the way staff interact with a severely disabled person coming to the 
end of their life in a Nursing Home. Yet this review seeks to include 
both without fully justifying this choice  
 

The protocol sets out the absence of a wide-‐ranging review of 
psychological interventions for people affected by dementia. It 
makes a case for such a review as the first step towards developing 
a new psychological treatment, and identifying elements of 
successful trial methodology 
 

My main concern is that the absence of such a wide-‐ranging 
review may, at least in part, be because such a review would be so 
general as to reveal precious little of value. The main weakness of 
the protocol is the heterogeneity of interventions set out on page 12 
delivered within a broad range of settings to people with profoundly 
different needs. By seeking to achieve so much, they may, in reality 
achieve relatively little. 
 
I am thus not convinced that a review that focuses (say) on the 
successful elements of behavioural interventions to reduce 
aggression amongst people with severe levels of impairment caused 

by frontal-‐temporal dementia in Nursing Homes will have much 

relevance to the needs for post-‐diagnostic support of people 
affected by relatively mild levels of Alzheimer’s disease within the 
community. Similarly, recruitment characteristics of successful trials 
within such different areas are also likely to be disparate. The 
outcome measures are broad and include depression, anxiety, 

mental health related quality of life and the ill-‐ defined 
“psychological distress”. 
 
The authors do not set out a reason for why one element of the 
Cochrane risk of bias (“allocation concealment”) should be identified 
as of greater relevance for assessing methodological quality that the 
other four. They should also justify a decision to accept an “unclear” 
evaluation as meriting inclusion (in my experience this often tends to 
indicate a poorly written paper). 
 
The focus on methodological issues within dementia care is 
welcome, and the authors should ensure that they address concerns 
that RCT methodologies in dementia care may inadvertently be 

subject to an “implementation error” (Vernooij-‐Dassen and Moniz-‐
Cook, 2014). 
 
As this stands, I feel the protocol needs to be strengthened by 
limiting its focus in three key areas: 
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1. the nature of the psychological interventions to be reviewed, 
2. the domain through which the intervention is delivered (to 
the person affected by dementia, their family or clinicians/care staff, 
but not all three) and 
3. the setting within which the intervention is delivered. 
 
By reducing the range of the protocol, so the outcomes of interest 
will also be more narrowly focussed. 
  
I do not have the expertise to comment on the statistical analysis 
indicated which I am not familiar with, or whether the aims of 
identifying methodological characteristics of successful trials can be 
achieved in this way. 

 

VERSION 1 – AUTHOR RESPONSE 

Reviewer 1:  

Abstract  

1. ‘such as effective recruitment techniques, trial eligibility, and appropriate comparators’ – Is this the 

aim of this review? If yes then the authors should specify whether this review is about clinical 

effectiveness or not.  

 

Thank-you for highlighting this omission in the abstract. The current protocol is also examining clinical 

effectiveness, as well as the secondary aims of investigating effective recruitment techniques, trial 

eligibility, and appropriate comparators. As such, we have now added the following sentence to the 

Abstract:  

(Page 2, lines 28-29):  

However, there is a lack of research examining the evidence base for psychological interventions 

targeting general psychological wellbeing within this population.  

 

2. The authors need to specify what they mean by ‘psychological distress’ – is this different from 

anxiety and depression and how?  

We have clarified what we mean by measurements of psychological distress in the Method sections:  

(Pages 11-12, lines 249-263)  

Types of outcome measures  

Studies eligible for inclusion will use one or more of the following self-report, clinician or proxy 

administered primary outcome measurements: (1) standardised measurement of depression (for 

example the Beck Depression Inventory, BDI-II,[59]); (2) standardised measurement of anxiety,(for 

example the Beck Anxiety Inventory, BAI[60]); (3) standardised measurement of psychological 

distress, defined as a measurement of general psychiatric distress including domains of mental health 

related symptoms such as depression, anxiety, insomnia and somatic complaints (for example, the 

General Health Questionnaire, GHQ[61]) or (4) standardised measurement of quality of life if they 

include a mental health specific subscale or domain (for example, the SF-36[62]) or the Alzheimer 

Disease Related Quality of Life (ADRQL[63]) Where multiple time points are reported a primary 

endpoint ≤ 6 months post-treatment will be adopted to minimise the likelihood bias associated with 

examining short-term post-treatment effects only that are likely to result in higher effect 

sizes.[64,51,65] However, outcomes for all time points reported in the included studies will be 

extracted to enable a potential moderator analysis on length of follow-up.  

 

The justification for including measurements of general psychological distress and mental health 

related quality of life, rather than solely focusing on outcomes directly measuring mental health 

difficulties such as anxiety and depression is directly addressed within the Introduction. There exists 

the potential for previous systematic reviews to have overlooked studies focusing on more generic 

outcomes such as psychological distress and mental health related quality of life by only including 
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studies targeting anxiety and depression. Further, evidence suggests help seeking in older adult and 

physical health populations may be reduced when targeting specific mental health difficulties, such as 

depression and anxiety  

(Page 6, lines 126-134):  

However, dementia research has previously adopted a disease-focused model, rather than a focus on 

longer-term wellbeing and quality of life.[32] Indeed, a limitation of existing literature is that 

interventions tend to overlook outcomes relating to quality of life and general psychological well-

being.[33] This is of particular importance considering the elevated stigma associated with mental 

health difficulties in older adult physical health populations [34] and associated low levels of help-

seeking regarding mental health support.[35,36] One reason for low levels of help-seeking behaviour 

may relate to the greater identification of physical health populations with the experience of general 

distress as a response to illness,[37] as opposed to a specific mental health difficulty, such as 

depression or anxiety.  

 

3. We have no measures of health related quality of life for people with dementia (i.e. SF-12), so it is 

unclear what the authors are referring to:  

Whilst there are a limited number of quality of life measures for people with dementia (please see the 

following review – Ready & Ott, 2003), some do exist (Alzheimer Disease Related Quality of Life 

(ADRQL; Black et al., 2000). Additionally, generic quality of life measures including specific mental 

health subscales such as the SF-36 have previously been applied to dementia populations (Geschke 

et al., 2013). Consequently, we feel it is justified to include quality of life measures in the systematic 

review.  

a) Ready, R.E., & Ott, B.R. (2003). Quality of Life measures for dementia. Health and Quality of Life 

Outcomes, 1:11.  

b) Geschke, K., Fellgiebel, A., Laux, N., Schermuly, I, & Scheurich, A. (2013). Quality of life in 

dementia: impact of cognition and insight on applicability of the SF-36. American Journal of Geriatric 

Psychiatry, 21, 646-654.  

 

4. Why will the authors exclude only those studies on two areas of risk of bias? There are other risk of 

bias areas equally important in the Cochrane criteria such as blind assessment and selective 

reporting, on what basis will the authors choose only 2?  

Excluding studies with high risk of selection bias is a method that has previously been adopted in a 

number of other published systematic reviews and meta-analyses (Farrand & Woodford, 2013; 2015; 

Woodford et al., 2013) and has been positively commented on in previous review processes. The 

reduction of selection bias by the use of adequate randomisation procedures is essential to increase 

the quality (Brennan et al., 2015) and subsequent over inflation of effect sizes (Gellatly et al., 2007). 

Further justification has been added to the manuscript:  

(Page 9, lines 194– 197):  

Randomised controlled trials (RCTs) and cluster RCTs, using a method of random sequence 

generation with allocation concealment assessed as having low or unclear risk of bias using the 

Cochrane Collaboration Risk of Bias tool,[49] will be eligible for inclusion. This is to help minimise the 

inclusion of studies of low quality with high of selection bias known to inflate effect sizes (for 

example,[49,50]) and is a technique used in a number of other systematic reviews and meta-

analyses.[51-53] Quasi-RCTs and cross-over trials will not be eligible for inclusion.  

 

However, other risk of biases, specifically performance, attrition and reporting bias will be reported on, 

using Cochrane Collaboration’s Risk of Bias tool to support examination regarding the quality of 

included studies on a narrative basis.  

 

Introduction  

1. Elevated symptoms of depression are higher than 30%, perhaps the authors are referring to 

diagnosis of depression – they can cite the recent systematic review and meta-analysis in AD 
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(published in 2015 in J of Alzheimer’s Disease).  

2. In regards to lower rates of depression with ‘strict criteria’ I think the authors should look at the 

recent meta-analysis (details above).  

Thank-you for pointing out this very useful recent systematic review and meta-analysis. We have now 

adapted the Introduction to incorporate this recent evidence:  

(Page 4, line 86):  

Elevated symptoms of depression in people with dementia are common with prevalence reported to 

be as high as 30% [8, 9] to 50%, [10] compared to 13.2% of older adults without cognitive 

impairment.[11]  

(Pages 4-5, lines 91-98):  

Large variations in rates of depression in Alzheimer’s Disease have also been found when stricter 

criteria associated with the requirement to meet a diagnosis of major depression is adopted.[12] 

Studies adopting ICD-10 criteria have found rates of 5% [13 ] to 14% using DSM-IV criteria [14] and 

38% [15] to 44% [14] when using the National Institutes of Mental Health (NIMH) proposed 

standardised diagnostic criteria for depression in Alzheimer’s Disease (NIMH-dAD).[16] Such wide 

variations in prevalence rates may be due to the differences in depressive symptom presentation in 

people with dementia and variation diagnostic criterion utilised in these tools.[12]  

 

3. Not sure about evidence of differential rates across types, depression is highly common in all 

groups, perhaps may vary (although very little research on vascular etc).  

There is some evidence suggesting a variation in prevalence rates across different types of dementia, 

however only a small number of studies have been conducted. We have re-worded this section to 

better reflect current research:  

(Page 4, lines 88-91):  

However the prevalence of depression in people with dementia should potentially be considered with 

caution. Rates of depression may vary across dementia type, with a small number of studies 

indicating prevalence rates higher in patients experiencing dementia with Lewy bodies and vascular 

dementia compared to patients with Alzheimer’s Disease.[8]  

 

4. I think the authors are interested in interventions that aim to target wellbeing – they need to 

distinguish the aim of this review to the Cochrane review which looked at interventions based on 

psychological models (as defined by WHO).  

5. The aim of this review and how different it is from the existing Cochrane review is unclear  

6. The authors have to clarify what is the aim and what existing gap in current research this review will 

fill  

7. I agree with the second aim of this review however the first aim is currently redundant - as it has 

been evaluated in the recent Cochrane Review.  

Thank-you for the comments above. We feel however that there are a number of key differences 

between the current proposed review and the recent Cochrane review:  

• We hope that this point is now better and more explicitly addressed in Comment 2 above. Whilst the 

recent Cochrane review has examined the effectiveness of psychological interventions for anxiety and 

depression in dementia and MCI, this current review widens the scope by also including interventions 

targeting psychological distress and mental health related quality of life. As previously discussed in 

Comment 2, given low levels of mental health treatment seeking in older adults, possibly related to 

elevated stigma in this population, interventions targeting broader constructs such as quality of life 

and distress may be more acceptable than disease-focused interventions targeting depression or 

anxiety. As such, this current review extends the examination of the current evidence base by 

including studies targeting broader psychological health constructs.  

• This present review also seeks to undertake a number of planned moderator analyses – this should 

be possible given the broader scope of this systematic review, therefore potentially including more 

studies and permitting examination of potentially important methodological and clinical moderators of 

effect.  
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• As this review will have some overlap with the Cochrane review in terms of interventions targeting 

depression and anxiety, the results of this review will facilitate an independent triangulation of results 

obtained by this previous review.  

 

In response to these comments we have amended some of the background to highlight these 

differences to the Cochrane review more explicitly:  

(Page 6, lines 126-134):  

However, dementia research has previously adopted a disease-focused model, rather than a focus on 

longer-term wellbeing and quality of life.[32] Indeed, a limitation of existing literature is that 

interventions tend to overlook outcomes relating to quality of life and general psychological well-

being.[33] This is of particular importance considering the elevated stigma associated with mental 

health difficulties in older adult physical health populations [34] and associated low levels of help-

seeking regarding mental health support.[35,36] One reason for low levels of help-seeking behaviour 

may relate to the greater identification of physical health populations with the experience of general 

distress as a response to illness,[37] as opposed to a specific mental health difficulty, such as 

depression or anxiety.  

(Pages 6-7, lines 141-146):  

Currently, there are no systematic reviews examining the evidence base of psychological 

interventions targeted at improving general psychological wellbeing or mental health related quality of 

life in people with dementia and MCI.[38] Whilst a recent review [9] has examined the effectiveness of 

psychological interventions for people with dementia and MCI targeting depression and anxiety, this 

current review protocol widens the scope by also including interventions targeting general 

psychological distress and quality of life. Further, results of this review will allow the independent 

triangulation of results obtained by this previous review [9].  

 

Types of Studies  

1. My major concern with the proposed method is that the selection of some studies on the basis on 

two areas of risk of bias will result in a biased review  

As stated under Comment 4 relating to the Abstract, excluding studies with high risk of selection bias 

is a method that has previously been adopted in a number of other published systematic reviews and 

meta-analyses (Farrand & Woodford, 2013; 2015; Woodford et al., 2013). The reduction of selection 

bias by the use of adequate randomisation procedures is essential to increase the quality (Brennan et 

al., 2015) and subsequent over inflation of effect sizes (Gellatly et al., 2007), a particular difficulty 

experienced with psychotherapy research (Cuijpers et al, 2009). Additional components of risk of bias 

are of course recognised as important and will be fully reported. However limiting the review to 

studies with adequate methods of randomisation will increase the quality of the included studies and 

minimise the likelihood of over inflated effect sizes.  

a). Cuijpers P., van Straten A., Bohlmeijer E., Hollon SD., Andersson G. (2009). The effects of 

psychotherapy for adult depression are overestimated: a meta-analysis of study quality and effect 

size. Psychological Medicine, 40, 211-223.  

 

2. The authors should not exclude those studies at high risk bias – perhaps they could conduct 

sensitivity analyses?  

Thank-you for this suggestion and indeed the approach has been previously adopted. However, the 

method of excluding studies at high risk of selection bias is also a method that has been utilised in a 

number of published systematic reviews and meta-analyses (Farrand & Woodford 2013, 2015, 

Woodford et al., 2013). Meta-analyses suggest effect sizes for psychological treatments of depression 

are over-estimated (Cuijpers et al, 2009) when two or fewer Cochrane criteria for risk of bias a met 

(ES=0.90) in comparison to when three or more criteria are met (ES=0.53) (Cuijpers et al., 2013). As 

such, ensuring at least two criteria are met by all included studies will also protect against the 

potential for over-inflation of effect sizes within the review. Additionally, a narrative summary will be 

provided in relation to the risk of bias, using Cochrane Risk of Bias tool as a whole. Furthermore, 
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Egger’s Test of the Intercept and the trim and full procedure will be used to investigate the potential 

presence of bias, that includes the possibility of presence of poor methodological rigour. Finally, 

selective outcome reporting will be examined using the maximum bias bound approach.  

 

3. The authors have to define the MCI criteria  

Thank you for pointing this omission out, and we apologise for the omission. We have now provided 

some additional clarification regarding the definition of MCI used within the review:  

(Page 9, lines 205-210):  

In addition, adults with a diagnosis of MCI, a term used to describe a person experiencing problems 

with cognitive function but with such difficulties not being severe enough to currently attract a 

diagnosis of dementia, will be eligible for inclusion. Valid methods of diagnosis adopted for MCI will 

include: DSM-5 criteria [55], Petersen's criteria (P-MCI,[57]), alternative validated diagnostic criteria, 

or where recorded in medical records.  

 

4. The type of interventions is unclear and should be defined – what will constitute a psychological 

intervention? Can they report types of interventions meeting criteria? So if a study uses reminiscence 

targeting depression and measures depression, will this be included?  

We have now further clarified our definition of psychological intervention:  

(Page 10, lines 217-223):  

The review will include any psychological therapy and includes specific interventions with no 

limitations placed on the psychological therapy model informing the intervention. Psychological 

therapies eligible for inclusion will utilise specific therapeutic principles and techniques hypothesised 

to target an improvement in psychological wellbeing or a reduction in symptoms associated with 

psychological difficulties. Psychological therapies eligible for inclusion may include, but is not 

restricted to: cognitive-behavioural therapies; behavioural interventions; social skills training; 

relaxation therapy; psychodynamic; humanistic / counselling approaches; and interpersonal therapies.  

 

5. Is the intervention defined by the outcome used in the study?  

We apologise, but we are a little unclear as to the point being made here. However, being a 

psychological therapy, utilising specific therapeutic principles and techniques targeted at 

psychological wellbeing defines the interventions eligible for inclusion. However, it is expected that 

interventions targeting psychological wellbeing, or reducing psychological distress, will measure 

depression, anxiety, psychological distress or mental health related quality of life. If this does not 

address the point being made then we would appreciate further clarification.  

 

6. I am not sure who is a paraprofessional or ‘unsupported’ – this means that the intervention may not 

directly target the person with dementia, will the interventions by dyadic? Or it can only target the 

carer? A few important issues here that need to be addressed.  

Thank-you for identifying the lack of clarity in this part of the manuscript.  

1. We have removed the term ‘paraprofessional’ and instead emphasised that we will not place any 

limitation on the professional background of the person supporting the intervention. In addition, by 

unsupported we mean ‘self-guided or ‘self-administered’ interventions (interventions without any 

professional or non-professional guidance) for example interventions such as those where CBT self-

help may be adopted but without any professional support provided in its use. The classification of 

‘unsupported’, ‘self-guided’, or ‘self-administered’ interventions established by Glasgow and Rosen 

(1978) has been adopted.  

(Page 10, lines 230-232):  

There will be no limitations placed on the professional background of the person supporting the 

intervention; additionally unsupported (self-guided/self-administered) interventions will also be eligible 

for inclusion.  

2. Dyadic interventions are suitable for inclusion, as long as the intervention targets psychological 

wellbeing in the person with dementia. This has now been clarified:  
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(Page 10, lines 225-228):  

As long as the intervention is targeted at improving psychological wellbeing in the person with 

dementia or MCI, dyadic interventions that may additionally target the informal carer will also be 

eligible.  

3. Further details concerning acceptable methods of delivery and support have also been further 

clarified:  

(Page 10, lines 228-232):  

Additionally, all intervention delivery modes (individual, group, or dyadic) and methods of support 

(face-to-face, telephone, internet) will be eligible for inclusion. There will be no limitations placed on 

the professional background of the person supporting the intervention; additionally unsupported (self-

guided/self-administered) interventions will also be eligible for inclusion.  

 

7. Why a primary point has been defined? Usually this is for long term outcomes  

8. Shouldn’t the authors look at post treatment and then long term outcomes? They need to define 

long term outcomes – A few issues here to address:  

A number of meta-analyses of psychological interventions have demonstrated elevated effect sizes at 

short-term /post-treatment follow-up in comparison with longer-term outcomes (Ekers et al., 2014; 

Farrand & Woodford, 2013; Flückiger et al., 2014). As such, outcomes at less than or equal to 6 

months have been determined a priori as the primary end-point for the meta-analysis to reduce the 

chance of reporting an elevated treatment effect associated with focusing on post-treatment 

outcomes. However, length of follow-up is a pre-specified moderator within the meta-analysis, as 

such the effect size for different lengths of follow-up (including post-treatment) will also be examined 

within the review. This has been clarified in the manuscript:  

(Page 11-12, lines 259-263):  

Where multiple time points are reported a primary endpoint ≤ 6 months post-treatment will be adopted 

to minimise the likelihood bias associated with examining short-term post-treatment effects only that 

are likely to result in higher effect sizes.[64,51,65] However, outcomes for all time points reported in 

the included studies will be extracted to enable a potential moderator analysis on length of follow-up.  

 

9. Degree of agreement is not valid (look at Cochrane manual) – I would suggest deleting this as 

there is no evidence that these are valid  

Thank-you for this suggestion. We have now removed the examination of degree of agreement 

through Cohen’s Kappa from the protocol, and will instead narratively describe any discrepancies if 

they arise during the selection process.  

 

10. The description of interventions shows that this review will largely overlap the Cochrane Review  

As previously described, whilst there is some overlap with the previous Cochrane review, this review 

also seeks to include studies targeting broader constructs of psychological distress and mental health 

related quality of life. As such, we feel the scope of the present review will potentially result in a 

number of studies, not eligible for the previous Cochrane review, being included and hence justifies 

publication.  

 

11. Why the authors will choose longest follow-up and not post treatment – could this be a source of 

bias?  

As per our previous comment (Point 8 above) concerning definition of the primary endpoint and 

examination of long-term outcomes, there is evidence to suggest adopting post-treatment outcomes 

as the primary endpoint has the potential to bias results in favour of a larger effect size. However, we 

propose length of follow-up up as a moderator and will examine the overall effect sizes at different 

follow-up lengths to clarify this potential in the literature.  

 

Discussion  

1. There is a Cochrane review that has examined effects of psychological interventions for depression 
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and anxiety, and has assessed the quality of the evidence, so there is overlap with an existing review  

2. The above will need to be addressed  

Overall  

-This protocol is clearly written, although the references in regards to depression will need to be 

updated. The secondary aim is appropriate and original – that is identifying effective recruitment 

techniques, trial eligibility, and appropriate comparators. However the first aim of assessing 

effectiveness of psychological interventions is redundant and will need to addressed.  

- The major concerns are highlighted in the comments above and mostly related to risk of bias 

(inconsistent with some parts – which report that all areas of risk will be addressed vs in other parts 

where the authors state that two areas only will compose of criteria of entry in meta-analyses). The 

protocol will need to be specific on the interventions, outcomes and methods. My major concern is 

that the primary aim replicates previous evidence (assessing clinical effectiveness of depression and 

anxiety of Psychological interventions), therefore if this protocol is not revised it will largely replicate 

previous research.  

First, we hope our responses above have addressed the concern regarding the overlap between this 

review and the previous Cochrane review. Second, the references concerning prevalence of 

depression in a dementia population have now been updated, thank-you for drawing our attention to 

this new research. Third, we now hope we have now clarified our proposed methodology to address 

risk of bias within the review, alongside our justifications for the approach adopted.  

 

Reviewer 2:  

This is the protocol for an ambitious review. The main weakness of the protocol is the heterogeneity 

of interventions of profoundly different concepts, delivered at different levels and within a broad range 

of settings to people with profoundly different needs. By seeking to achieve so much, the risk is that 

you may, in reality achieve relatively little. The characteristics of a successful post-diagnostic 

counselling intervention may be rather different to the characteristics of an equally successful 

package aimed at improving the way staff interact with a severely disabled person coming to the end 

of their life in a Nursing Home. Yet this review seeks to include both without fully justifying this choice  

Thank-you for these comments. First, we hope our clarification in terms of the psychological 

interventions eligible to be included within this present review may address your concerns regarding 

the heterogeneity of the interventions that may be included. Specifically we will only include 

psychological therapies that:  

(Page 10, lines 218-223)  

… utilise specific therapeutic principles and techniques hypothesised to target an improvement in 

psychological wellbeing or a reduction in symptoms associated with psychological difficulties. 

Psychological therapies eligible for inclusion may include, but is not restricted to: cognitive-

behavioural therapies; behavioural interventions; social skills training; relaxation therapy; 

psychodynamic; humanistic / counselling approaches; and interpersonal therapies. The intervention 

should target an improvement in general psychological wellbeing as identified by measurement of 

depression, anxiety, psychological distress or mental health related quality of life.  

 

As such, an intervention focused on staff interaction with person in a nursing home would not be 

eligible for inclusion within the review.  

 

Second, as a systematic review and meta-analysis of psychological interventions, heterogeneity is 

expected and a random effects model has therefore been adopted. However, we are proposing a 

moderator analysis that may provide some indication as to potential moderators of effect should 

heterogeneity exist. Such moderators include dementia subtype, type of psychological intervention 

and treatment setting. If something interesting is found, for example, regarding dementia subtype, or 

severity of cognitive impairment, this will warrant further investigation through further primary 

research. However, we have emphasised the limitation of heterogeneity within the review as follows:  

(Page 3, lines 63-64)  
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High levels of clinical heterogeneity may exist as a consequence of included studies adopting 

psychological interventions informed by variety of therapeutic approaches and including participants 

with different dementia types and levels of cognitive impairment.  

(Page 18-19, lines 427-429)  

With heterogeneity being anticipated, random effects will be adopted with Q and I2 reported as 

measures of heterogeneity. It should be noted moderator analysis only provides correlational, not 

casual, data.[80]. Any significant findings should be examined through further primary research.[81] 
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